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ABSTRACT 
Let A,, A, be n x n matrices of complex numbers and let En be the vector space 
of n x 1 matrices of complex numbers. Let N, = {x E En!A1.2: = 0). A~0,_l = (0) C 
En, and for k 2 - 1 define Rlk = AIN,,, and N,,k+l = {x E FIAOx E R,,}. In any 
case ,u = minjk > - ljNO,,+l = A’,,,} exists and /-I 2 0 or ,u = ~ 1 according as 
A, is singular or not. The main result presented is the following: There exists 
6 > 0 such that the matrix A, + zA1 is invertible for all complex numbers z such 
that 0 < 121 < 6 if and only if N, fl Xok = (0) for all k > 0. Moreover, if this 
condition holds, then there exist n x n matrices QI, such that (A0 + zAl)-l = 
cz pp_l~‘iQk, the series converging for 0 < 121 < B for some n > 0, and Q_,_, # 0. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A, and Ai be n x n matrices of complex numbers. We are 
interested here in the invertibility of the matrix A, + z/l, for complex 
numbers z f 0. This requires that det(A, + zA i), as a polynomial in 
Z, be not identically zero and thus when (A, + zAi)-i exists its elements 
are rational functions of z. Hence, for some 6 > 0, if 0 < 1~1 < 6, then 
(A, + zA,)-l = Z-Y&~ + 1.. + z-iQ_r + Q. + zQ~ + * * *, (1.1) 
where the FZ x n matrices Qk are independent of z and Q_7n # 0 for some 
m > 0. If A, is nonsingular, we may write (A, + ~Ai)-l = A,-l(I + 
zA,A,-~)-~ and m = 0 since (I + zK)-l = I - zK + 2Kz - . . - in some 
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neighborhood of z = 0. The interesting case then is when A, is singular 
so that m > 0, and it is for this case that A, + zA, is “nearly singular” 
when z is near zero. 
If A,, is nonsingular, we may also write (A, + zA,)-l = z-lA,-l(z-ll + 
A,Ao-l)-l, so in this case the expansion of (A, + zA,)-1 in a deleted 
neighborhood of z = 0 is related to the expansion of the resolvent operator 
((1 - K)-l of K = - A,Ao-l about 5 = M. Thus many of the lemmas 
and definitions which appear below are analogous to corresponding ones 
in the spectral analysis theory of a linear operator K on a linear space. 
(See, for example, [l, Chapter 51.) Since we are primarily concerned here 
with the case when A, is singular, we have had to establish appropriate 
modifications of such standard results. 
In this paper we present what might be called an intrinsic condition 
which is necessary and sufficient that (A, + zA,)~~ have a valid Laurent 
expansion of the form (1.1). The parameter m and the matrices Qk are 
characterized in terms of certain subspaces of En exhibiting the interaction 
between A, and Al. Here En denotes the vector space of n x 1 matrices 
x over the complex numbers, and we interpret a n x PZ matrix B as 
describing or effecting a linear transformation x ---f Bx of En into En. 
In the problem at hand the ranges Ri = (Aixlx E En} and null spaces 
Ni = (.x E EniAix = 0}, i = 0, 1, are important of course. They do not 
tell the whole story, however, and we must introduce two sequences of 
related subspaces which play the fundamental role. 
2. THE BASIC SUBSPACES AND A NECESSARY CONDITION 
In the following definition the fundamental sequences of related 
subspaces are presented. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let N,,_, = {O}, the trivial subspace of En, and for 
k > - 1 define 
R,, = A iNolc, N,,,+i = {x E E”IA,x E R,,}. (2.1) 
Let R,,_, = En and for k >, - 1 define 
Ni, = {X E E”jAix E Rol;}, Ro,rc+i = A,,Ni,. (2.2) 
Of course we mean, for example, /l&i, = (A,+~x E N1,}, and it is 
evident inductively that all the sets Rik, Nir defined by (2.1) and (2.2) 
are subspaces of En. We note that RI,_, = (0) so No, = IV,,, and N,,_, = 
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E* so R,, = R,. The statements in the next lemma are easy consequences 
of Definition 2.1, and we prove only (2.4) to illustrate. 
LEMMA 2.1. For all integers k > 0, 
No c No, c No.,+1 ; Rut c Rl.lz+~ = RI; (2.3) 
NlCNl,,+lCNl,; Ro.s+z c Rok = Ro; (2.4) 
if x E N,,,, then 
A,x = A,2 for some 2’~ No,k_l. (2.5) 
Proof of (2.4). Since AIN, = (0) C ROk for any k > 0, then N, C Nr, 
fork 3 0. Now obviously Nr,, C Nr,_, = En, so R,, = AoN,, C AoN,,_, = 
R,, = R, whence also N,i C Nr,,. Thus R,,,,, C ROk holds for k = 0. 
Assuming it for some k 3 0, we then get Nr,,,, C Nr, from the first of 
(2.2), and thus Ra,k+a = AJrl.k+r C A,Nr, = %.k+r. Thus the mon- 
otonicity of N,, and R,, is true by induction. 
Assertion (2.5) enables us to obtain a necessary condition for invert- 
ibility of A,, + zA, as formulated in the following theorem. An obvious 
analog of (2.5) is also valid, but we have no need for it in our proofs. 
THEOREM 2.1. If A, + zA, is invertible for some z # 0, then N, ll N,, = 
(0) for all k > 0. (N, f~ N,,_, = (0) trivially.) 
Proof. Let z # 0 be such that A, + zA, is invertible and suppose 
k 3 0 is such that N, fl NOk f (0). M oreover, we assume k is the least 
such index so that Nr il No,k_r = (0). Now let x E N, Il NOk, x # 0. 
We note first that k > 0 for, if k = 0, then A,,x = A,x = 0 and (A, + 
zAl)x = 0 with x # 0, thus contradicting the invertibility of A, + zA,. 
We denote xk = x and then by (2.5) there exist x?EN,,~, j = 0, 1,. . , k - 1, 
such that Aoxj+l = Alxj. If we define 6 = c:=O (- z)jxj, then 
(A0 + zAl)E = 5 (- z)jAoxj - i (- z)j+lAlxj 
j-0 j=O 
= Aoxo - (- Q+lA 1Xk = 0 
since x0 E No and xk = x E N,. But A, + zA, is invertible, so 6 = 0 and 
x = Xk = - (- z)-“(Q - zxr + .*. + (- z)~-~x& E No,,_, by (2.3). 
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Thus x E Nr Il NO,k_-l, so N, Il No,r_l f {0}, which contradicts the choice 
of k; therefore the theorem is proved. 
For convenience in later references we shall denote the condition of 
interest by D ; thus 
(D) N, l-l N,, = {O}, k=O,l,Z )... 
In the next section we establish some further properties of the spaces Ni, 
and Ri, and some consequences of condition D. In Section 4 we prove, 
in effect, the converse of Theorem 2.1. 
3. PROPERTIES OF THE BASIC SUBSPACES 
Because of the monotonicity properties, (2.3) and (2.4), there are in 
fact only a finite number of distinct subspaces N,, and Ri,. Their dimen- 
sions are integer-valued, bounded monotone functions of k so they must 
be constant from some value of k on, and the sequences of subspaces then 
also are constant from some value of k on. In fact, each is strictly monotone 
up to the beginning of the constant tail of the sequence. 
LEMMA 3.1. If AV,,,+~ = Nolc, then. NO,k+j = NO, and R,,,,? = R,, 
for i= I,2,... . If Ro,r+l = R,,, then Ro,lc+j = Roli and Nl,,+j = Nl,c 
for j= 1,2,... . 
Proof. Suppose N,,,,, = KOk so that N,,,+j = NOk for some j 3 1. 
Then also R,,,,, = AINo,r+j = AINolc = R,, by (2.1) and, moreover, 
N -N 0.7c+i+1 - o,~+I = Nolc, whence Ru+~+~ - - RI,. Thus the first state- 
ment in the lemma is true by induction, and the second can be shown 
similarly. 
The remarks immediately preceding this lemma justify the following 
definitions 
p = min{k > - 1 lNo,k+l = No,}, (3.1) 
A = min{k > - lIRo,lc+i = R,,}, (3.2) 
since the sets involved here are not empty. Lemma 3.1 implies that these 
sets consist of all k 2 ,u and all k 3 A, respectively. We note here that 
the nonsingularity of A, is equivalent to ,u = - 1 and also to 1 = - 1. 
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Thus we assume in what follows that ,u 3 0 and il 3 0, although the results 
are usually valid also in case ,u = )3 = - 1. It is convenient, though, to 
be able to characterize p by NO,,+.r = No,G # NO,U_l and to characterize 
1 by RW+L = Ro2 f R,,A-1. 
~EhlhfA 3.2. For all integers k 3 0, j 3 0 the following hold: 
Ao(No~ nN,,j-l) = RI,,-, n ROE, 
A,(N,, n NW,) = R,, n Ro+r, 
A,Ni, = R, l-l R,,. 
Hence also the following hold: 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
dim N,, fl N,,?_, = dim N, fl X,, j_, + dim R,,,_i fl R,+ (3.6) 
dim N,, n N,,j_, = dim N, ll N,, + dim R,, fl R,+,, (3.7) 
dim N,, = dim Ni + dim R, fl Ror. (3.8) 
Proof. Because the proofs of these are similar, we merely illustrate. 
Thus, for example, if x E N,, fl Nl,j_i, it is clear from Definition 2.1 that 
Aax E R,,,_1 ll Roj. On the other hand, if y E Rl,k_-l Cl Roj, then y = A,+ 
for some x E N1,j_l and, since also A,x = y E RI,,_,, then x E N,, as well. 
Thus (3.3) holds and (3.6) follows from this since N, C No,, so the null 
space of A0 on Xok n iv, +i is N, n N,, j-1. 
Besides the general results (3.6) and (3.7) we will need especially the 
case j = 0 in which N,,jPi = En. Thus 
dim Nor = dim No + dim R,,,_l II R,, k 3 0, (3.9) 
dim Nok = dim Xi fl N,, + dim Ri,, k > 0. (3.10) 
One additional relation of an analogous nature will be needed. It arises 
from Ro,k+l = A$/,, in Definition 2.1. Thus 
dim Ni, = dim N, fl N,, + dim Ro,r+l. (3.11) 
LEMMA 3.3. For all integers k 3 0, 
dim(R,, + R,) = dim R,, - dim No,k+l + n, 
dim(R,, + R,) = dim R,, - dim Nr, + n. 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
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Proof. These relations follow easily from (3.9) and (3.8), respectively. 
LEMMA 3.4. If condition D holds, then 
dim R,, = dim N,,, k=O,l,..., (3.14) 
R,,c + R, = En, if and only if k > p. (3.15) 
Proof. Under condition D (N, fl N,, = (0) for k 3 0) we see that 
(3.10) reduces to (3.14), so in (3.12) we have dim(R,, + R,) = dim N,, - 
dim NO.k+l + n. By (3.1) and (2.3) we see that this is less than n if 
k < p - 1 and equal to n if k 3 ,u so (3.15) must hold. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let k > 0, Let S, be a subs@ace of En such that En = R,, @ 
S,, and define M, = {xlA,x E S,}. If condition D holds, then En = N,, @ 
MO. 
Proof. If x E No, ll MO, then Arx E R1, fl So. Then A,x = 0, so 
x E N, I-I Nok and x = 0 if D holds. Hence NOk + MO = No, @ MO. 
Note that N, c MO and, since A,M, = R, fl So, then dim R, fl So = 
dim MO - dim N,. Now R,, C R,, so R, = R, il (R,, @ So) = R,, @ 
(R, fl So). Hence, by (3.14), 
n-dimN,=dimR,=dimR,,+dimR,flS, 
= dim Nok + dim MO - dim N,. 
Thus dim(N,, @ MO) = n and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let k >, 0, let MO be a subspace of En such that En = 
No, @ MO, and define S, = A,M,. If D holds, then 
dim(R,, + S,) = n - dim MO n NO,k+l (3.16) 
and 
En= R,,@Sl if and only if k>,u. (3.17) 
Proof. Since No c No, for k 3 0, then No n MO = (0) so dim S, = 
dim MO. We easily see that A,(M, fl No,,+,) = S, fl RI,, so we have, 
similarly, dim Si fl R,, = dim M, fl No,lc+l. Thus, by (3.14), dim(R,, + 
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S,) = dim N,, + dim M, - dim Ma tl IV~,~+~, and (3.16) follows from 
En = Nolc @ M,. Now since N,, C No,r+l we see that dim Ma fl No,r+I = 
0 if and only if NO,k+l = N,,, which is equivalent to k > ,u. Thus En = 
R,, + S, if and only if k > ,u and, when this holds, S, fl R,, = A,(O) = 
(0) so the sum is direct and (3.17) is proved. 
LEMMA 3.7. If D holds, then for all integers k 3 0, 
RI, + Ro, = En, (3.18) 
N,, + N,, = E”. (3.19) 
Proof. From (3.15) we see that (3.18) holds for k = 0, so we let k 
be any nonnegative integer for which it holds. Then there is a subspace 
S, C R,, such that En = R,, @ So and we define Ma = {xlAIx E S,}. 
Clearly Ma C N1,, so S, = A,M,C Ro,k+l. By Lemma 3.5 we have 
En = N,-,, @ Al,,, whence by Lemma 3.6 we have En = RI,, @ S, C Rls + 
R O,k+l. Thus (3.18) also holds with k replaced by k + 1, so it holds for 
all integers k 3 0. We may get (3.19) from parts of the proof of (3.18). 
Thus En = Nob @ M,, c N,, + N,,. 
LEMMA 3.8. If D holds, then N, fl N1, = (0) if and only if k 2 A. 
Proof. From (3.18) it follows that R, + R,, = En for all k > 0. 
Thus by (3.13) we have 
dim ROk = dim N,,, k = 0, 1,. . . (3.20) 
if D holds. Using this in (3.11), we conclude that 
dim R O,k+l = dim R,, - dim N, fl Nr,. (3.21) 
By (2.4), Lemma 3.1, and the definition of il in (3.2), it is clear from (3.21) 
that N, fl N,, = (0) if and only if k > A.. 
LEMMA 3.9. If D holds, then, for all integers k > 0, i 3 0, 
dim NO,k+l fl N,,+r = C dim N, fl Nr,. 
t= j-l 
(3.22) 
Proof. By (3.6) and (3.7) we have 
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dim NU+I fl N,,j_, = dim N, n Nl,j_r + dim NOk fl Nrj 
when D holds. Using this to substitute in the last term, we get 
= dim N, fl Nl,j_l + dim No fl NIj + dim No,r_l ll N,,j+, 
Repeating this substitution, we finally arrive at (3.22) 
LEMMA 3.10. If D holds, then ,u = 2. 
Proof. We first specialize (3.22) to the case j = 0. Thus, since 
iv,,_, = E”, 
dim No,k+I = dim N, + c dim N,, fl N,,, 
t-0 
from which it is clear that 
dim N O,k+l = dim N,, + dim N, fl N,,. 
(Note that this is also valid for k = - 1.) Since NorC NO,k+l, we see 
that NO,k+l = N,, if and only if N, fl N,, = (0). By Lemma 3.8 we 
then see that NO,k+l = IV,,, if and only if k > A. But by (3.1) this is 
equivalent to p = A. 
LEMMA 3.11. If D holds, then En = No, @ N,, and En = R,, @ R,,. 
Moreover, A, naaps N,, one-to-one onto R,,, A, maps N,, one-to-one onto 
R ou, a+zd t?ae inverses of these maps are linear transformations. 
Proof. This is trivially true if p = - 1, so we suppose p > 0. Then 
in (3.22) we take k = 1~ - 1 (note that (3.22) holds trivially for k = - 1) 
and j = p + 1 and we get dim N,, fl IV,, = cf:, dim No fl N,, = 0 by 
Lemmas 3.8 and 3.10. Thus with k = pin (3.19) we have E” = NO, @ Nlu. 
From (3.7) we have dim R1, n R,, = dim N,, ll Nr, = 0 since N, fl N,,, = 
(0) by condition D. Thus with k = ,IA in (3.18) we have En = RI,, @ R,,. 
Now RI, = AINou by (2.1), and since N, n N,, = (0) this mapping from 
Nos to X1, is one-to-one. By (2.2) we have AON,, = Ro,u+l = X0, and 
by Lemmas 3.8 and 3.10 we have No fl N,, = {0}, so this mapping from 
N,, to R,, is also one-to-one. The linearity of the inverses follows, of 
course, from that of the direct mappings. 
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4. SUFFICIENCY OF CONDITION 
SERIES 
n AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE LAURENT 
Throughout this section we shall assume that condition D holds even 
when this is not mentioned explicitly. The inverses of the maps mentioned 
in Lemma 3.11 may be extended in various ways to the complementary 
spaces R,, and RI,,, respectively, so as to define linear transformations 
on En into En. In particular, by virtue of Lemma 3.11, two n x n matrices 
Q. and Q_1 are uniquely defined by the following rules. 
DEFINITION 4.1. 
10, if YER~, 
QoY=~x, if YE R,, and y = A,x with XE N1,, (4.1) 
10, if YE Rou 
Q-IY = \x (4.2) , if BERGS and y = A,x with XENOU. 
We now develop some basic properties of the matrices Q. and Q_, in 
relation to A, and A,. 
LEMMA 4.1. The Matrix QoA, e/fects the projection onto N,, along 
N,,> and Q_,A, the projection onto Nos along N,,. Consequently, 
Qo&+Q_,A,=~. (4.3) 
Proof. If x EN,,, then Aox E RI, since NoU = No,U+l, so by (4.1) 
we see that QoA,x = 0. If x E N,,, then A,,x E RO,u+l = R,, so QoAox = x 
by (4.1). Thus Q,,A, projects onto N1, along NO, since En = No,, @ N1,. 
A similar argument shows that Q_,A, projects onto NO, along N,, and 
(4.3) then follows. 
LEMMA 4.2. For any integers k 3 0 and i 3 0, 
Q-,&(N,,~N,,j-,) = No,,-, nN,j. (4.4) 
Proof. By (3.3) we see that (4.4) is equivalent to 
Q-,(R,,,-, I-I R,,) = Nwc-I nN,i. (4.5) 
Now suppose y E R, ,I;_, fl Rnj. Then y = A,x for some x E N,,,_1 C N,, 
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and, since RI,,_, C RI,,, then x = Q_iy by (4.2). Since also Arx = 
y E Roj, then x E Ntj so Q_iy E N,,,_, fl Nij. On the other hand, if 
x EN,,,_, fl Nij, then y = A,x E RI,,_, tl Roj and x = Q_ry by (4.2). 
DEFINITION 4.2. For k = 1, 2,3,... define 
Q- c~+I) = (- Q-,Ao)"Q-I. (4.6) 
LEMMA 4.3. For all integers k 2 1, 
Q-do + Q-(,+,,A, = o. (4.7) 
Proof. By (4.6) and (4.3) we have 
Q-d, = - Q-,AoQ-,A, = - Q-I& + Q_IA,Q,,A,. 
Lemma 4.1 and the definitions of ,U and Q-r imply that Q_IAoQoA, = 0, 
and we see that (4.7) holds for k = 1. Completion of the induction proof 
is easy. 
LEMMA 4.4. Q_-(LL+l, # 0, but Q_k = 0 for k >, p + 2. 
Proof. We first show that 
Q- m+lP = NOM n NL,-1, k=O,l ,...I p. (4.3) 
Indeed this is true for k = 0 by (4.2) since N,,_, = En, A, maps N,, 
onto RI,, and En = RI, @ R,,. Furthermore, if (4.8) holds for some k, 
such that 0 6 k < p - 1, then using (4.6) and (4.4) we find that it also 
holds with k replaced by k + 1, so (4.8) is established. Now, if we set 
k = ,u in (4.8), we get Q_cp+ljE” = N, fl N1,,_l. By Lemma 3.8 and the 
fact that ,D = b we see that Q_(u+lj # 0. However, AOQ_ce+ljEn = {0}, 
so Q_(r+2j = - Q_lAoQ_(u+l, = 0, and from (4.6) we see that Q_-k = 0 
for all k 3 p + 2. 
DEFINITION 4.3. For k = 1, 2, 3,... define 
Qrc = (- QoAPQo. (4.9) 
LEMMA 4.5. For all integers k > 0, 
Qrt+do + Q/d, = 0. (4.10) 
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Proof. By (4.9) and (4.3) we have 
Q,Ao = - QOAIQOAO = - QoAl + QoA,Q-IAI 
For any x E En we have Q_iAix E Noz by Lemma 4.1. Hence A,Q_,Aix E 
I?,,, so Q,J,Q_,A,x = 0 by (4.1). Thus Q,-J,Q_,A, = 0, so (4.10) holds 
for k = 0. Now, if it holds for some k > 0, then by (4.9) 
Qrc+z& = (-Qo~dQrc,,~o = (-QoA~-QQ,A,) = -Q~k+lAlr 
so (4.10) holds for all k >, 0 by induction. 
We can now prove the sufficiency of condition D for the invertibility 
of A0 + zAi in some deleted neighborhood of z = 0. 
THEOREM 4.1. If N, ll Nok = (0) for all integers k > 0, then 
Q(z) = i: z"Qk 
k- -_(p+l) 
(4.11) 
converges for 0 < /zi < 6 for some S > 0. Moreover, for z in this range 
Q(z) = (A, + ZAP. 
pyoof. From (4.9) we see that, for K 3 0 and for any matrix norm 
(in the operator sense), 
Il~~Qlcll= l4"lIQ~l < Id'. llQoA~ll"* iQoll. (4.12) 
Thus, if (jQoAlll # 0, th en the series (4.11) converges for 0 < (z/ < 6 = 
jlQoAll I-1 while, if llQoA1l / = 0, th e same is true with any 6 > 0. Now 
for N > 0 we have 
(kzg+ll zkQk) (Aa + ZA,) 
= z-'~+~'Q-(~+~,Ao + ,_i,. Z”(Q,& + Qk_lA1) + z*'+~Q,A, 
= I + z"+~Q,A, 
by (4.7), (4.3), (4.10), and Lemma 4.4. Now, if 0 < 1zI < 6, we see from 
(4.12) that zNm’~iQNA1 -0 as N + 00, so for such z we haveQ(z)(Ao + 
z/l,) = I and Q(z) = (A, + zA,)-i as claimed. 
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5. SOME EXAMPLES 
Let/l,=[i i]andA,=[[(d i]. ThenN,=NO,isspannedby 
0 
il 
1 
I and Nr is spanned by o , so N, fl No, = (0). But R,, = AiN,,, is 
[I 
1 
spanned by o , so iV,,, 
I1 
is all of E2 and Ni fl N,, # (0). This illustrates 
that condition D may not hold even though N, fl N, = (0). Note that 
N,, = E2 in this example, so R,, = R,,, # E2 and 1 = 0. Since 
N,, f Noi, we have p = 1. (See Lemma 3.10.) 
As another example, take A, = I and 
0 0 0 
A,= 1 0 0 
[ I 0 1 0 
In this case (A, + ZA i)-l = z-aA02 - ze2A0 + z-l1 for all z # 0. The 
basic subspaces can easily be determined by the reader. Note that here 
,U + 1 = rank A,, but with A,, = A,2 we have (A, + MI,)-i = 
- z-~A, + z-l1 and for this p + 1 < rank A,. Thus p is not determined 
merely by the rank of A i. 
Finally consider the case 
Lo -1 11 
We have 
1 0 0 
(A” + &4,)-i = z-i 0 1 0 
0 1 0 
for which ,U + 1 = 1. For this A, and the previous 6, we have rank A, = 
rank A,, and we see that ,u is not determined merely by the rank of 
A, either. 
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